Choice of Electric Engines Connection Circuits in Electric Machine Unit of Electric Power Generation Device
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this research is to study and select the type of engine and circuits for connecting their windings in the generator operating mode of the electric machine unit for the device of converting kinetic and mechanical energy of rotation in the electric one. The design and principle of the device, which transforms the kinetic energy from pressure in to an electric one, is proposed. The results of experimental studies on the determination of the most efficient type of electric engine in accordance with the value of the generated power output are presented. According to the results of the experiments, it was determined that a stepper motor DSh 200-1 is more efficient for one rotation in the forward and reverse direction with frequency f = 1.185 Hz. The processing of experimental research was carried out using integral methods of mathematical physics, namely the trapezoid method. Integration of the received oscillograms allowed to determine the most effective circuit of connection of stepper motor DSh-200-1 stator windings. For one rotation in the forward and reverse direction with frequency f = 1.185 Hz, the given circuit will provide the power of 0.164 Watt.


1. INTRODUCTION

Apparently the cars with internal-combustion engines harm badly the environment of the whole world, so the transition to electric vehicles is taking place in most developed countries, this kind of vehicles are more economical and more environmentally-friendly [1–5]. The issue of preservation and generation of electric energy is becoming more and more relevant all over the world. Small systems or devices which possess good “mobility” and can be easily mounted and installed in any city for alternative and decentralized power, are particularly urgent. At the same time, it means that this system (device) is capable of partial or full provision of certain consumers with electricity [6–8].

Creation and receipt of renewable energy sources that do not generate harmful emissions and do not pollute the environment is an urgent scientific and technical task [9–13]. Lately, more and more countries have declared their intentions to switch to renewable energy sources. One of the first in this issue is the government of Scotland, which intends to completely switch to renewable energy sources starting from 2020 [14]. To implement such intentions, the whole complex of measures for development and implementation of new alternative sources of electricity are considered and applied. For this purpose the ways and methods for converting various types of energy into electric energy are used [15–18]. It is clear that such a conversion requires special technical development of devices and systems. Consequently, the development of power transformation and power generation devices is an urgent task, and its solution will not only resolve power supply issues, but will also help accelerate the transition to clean and renewable energy sources [19].

In this paper, the experimental research is carried out on the types of engines and their connection circuits in the electric motor unit of electric power generation device. Such a device has compact overall dimensions and is intended for installation in cities with a sufficient density of human flow (streets, sidewalks, public transport stops, stairs, corridors, etc.). When you
perform a step (by pressing), such a device is converting kinetic energy into electricity. The main idea of the work is to determine the most efficient engine and the circuits of connections of its stator windings in the electric machine unit of such a device. The work is based on the ways and methods of converting kinetic energy and mechanical energy of rotation into electric power, which will allow generating the necessary amount of electric energy, and will also provide the system of power supply with additional, alternative low-power sources of electric energy [20], [21].

It should be mentioned that the kinetic and potential energy are closely interrelated, and there is a constant transformation of one into the other. So, for the sake of bigger clarity and certainty, we will use the term “kinetic energy” for the integral action of kinetic and potential energy.

One of the design counterparts is the Pavegen tile developed by Lawrence Cumbell-Cook from England, which produces kinetic energy from the steps and turns it into an electric one [22]. Russian scientists Kh. Abramovich, E. Kharash and others proposed a similar solution [23]. The invention is the device, system and method for collecting energy on roads and highways using a piezoelectric generator. The drawback of the latest development is that it needs a stationary structure and requires special equipment and its installation. Inventors from the United States S. Brusaw, J. Brusaw proposed the device “Solar Road Panels”, that convert the energy of the sun into electricity, which provides the work of the panels and the newest “smart roads” [24], [25]. But their device can not convert kinetic energy from pressure into the electric one. The scientist V. Skoy invented a “Piezoelectric DC generator based on Casimir effect” [26]. The invention is classified as energy converters that operate on the basis of the use of piezoceramic materials, and can be used in any field of technology as a low-power current source. In his article [27] S. Bhattacharjya considers the general possibility of obtaining electric energy by converting it from the energy of sound waves and by using piezoelectric elements. But the author considers only the fundamental possibility of such transformation and does not provide specific devices and systems that can do it. In [28], it is proposed to combine the process of converting mechanical energy into electric energy and the process of accumulation of electric energy in the form of chemical energy. The authors do not indicate the operational characteristics of their development. Publication [29] presents a method for converting an electrolytic stream into electric energy and provides a schematic implementation, but does not indicate the composition and properties of the main materials of the circuit and their performance characteristics. In paper [30], researchers justify the use of piezoelectric converters in roads with asphalt covering in terms of efficiency and energy production. Thus, conversion of kinetic energy from pressure into electric energy is shown, but no specific technical solutions are presented for the practical use of this process. In [31] a technical review of a hybrid wind generator and photovoltaic energy converter is presented. These technical solutions are quite powerful and cumbersome. The authors of the article [32] have performed the simulation of operating characteristics of wind turbines rotated by the DC motor. In the work the circuit of simulation of a wind turbine torque is offered by control of current of a direct current motor anchor. But the article does not give the characteristics of the generated power output by the DC motor. In [33], a direct drive generator based on the principle of nonlinear switching using wave energy is investigated. Integrated with the sensorless technique, the direct-drive generator has low cost and robustness characteristics, and power generation control system is especially suitable for operation in hostile working environments, since the physical sensors are eliminated. The analysis of the efficiency of control system in power generation is presented. But researchers do not give indicators of the generated power output [32]. This does not allow to form a complex idea of the effectiveness of the electric drive in the generator operating mode. The authors of paper [34] investigate the device for converting kinetic energy from vibrations to electric energy. In this study, the prototype “Vibration Energy Harvester” was developed to evaluate its efficiency in generating electricity from the source of vibration. The main element of energy conversion is piezoelectric material. Due to the properties and technical characteristics of the piezoelectric elements, the proposed device has small gross weight. The general disadvantage of piezoelectric devices and systems is their short life, low reliability, and rather small power indices in terms of generated power output.

It seems quite promising to use stepper motors in low-power systems of power generation, which is analogous to a slab or a road surface that generates electricity [22], [35], [36] or mobile equipment like a LED torch [37]. It includes a geared step engine and an integrated electronic circuit. This source of energy is continuous, renewable and constant on condition of ongoing impact.

Works [38], [39] present the results of numerical simulation for stepper motors, but the power characteristics are not given. The urgent questions remain – how effectively the stepper motor is capable to work in the electric machine energy transformer? How much electric power and what output of it can be generated by using a stepper motor? The answers to the given questions will be sought in research of the proposed work.
The review of publications on the topic of the study shows that this topic is relevant to the wider public.

The purpose of the work is to study and select the type of engine and circuits for connecting its windings in the generator mode of the electric machine operation for the device of converting kinetic and mechanical energy of rotation in the electric energy.

2. THE DESIGN OF THE DEVICE

An electromechanical device for transformation of kinetic energy into the electric energy, in which kinetic energy from people’s steps is transformed into electric one and accumulated in capacitive storage devices - ionizers and rechargeable batteries - looks rather promising and effective. Transformation of energy occurs due to the use of an electric machine unit, in which the energy from the pressure is converted into the rotational energy of the rotor of the electric machine. Such a device can be used as an alternative and decentralized low-power source of electric energy [20], [21].

![Diagram of the device](image)

Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of the device; (b) Design of the device: (1) Push button; (2) Rail of the drive of the electric generator; (3) Spring; (4) Airtight connection of the cover with the housing; (5) Body; (6) Electric machine (electric generator); (7) Multiplier; (8) Gear drive of electric generator; (9) Working pressure of the pressure cover; (F) Pressure force.

The electromechanical device for conversion of kinetic energy into electric energy with an electric generator (reversible electric machine), which has a housing with a pressure cover, in which a rotor and a stator are co-located, with the possibility of their movement relative to one another is offered. In this case, the same ends of the stator windings are connected to each other and go to an electric rectifier, whose output clamps are connected to a capacitive storage – ionizer. The last one, via the diode, charges the rechargeable battery, which is connected to the load via the switch (Fig. 1).

The rotor of the electric generator rotates relative to its axle under the action of the rails of the drive of the electric generator through a cylindrical multiplier, which increases the angular velocity of rotation.

The feature of the proposed device for converting kinetic energy into electric energy is that it has small dimensions and weights and can easily be installed in places with a large number of pedestrians and the great density of human flow.

3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The purpose of the experimental research is to determine the energy characteristics of various types of electric engines (reversible electric machines) and the optimal circuit for connecting their stator windings, for the best generation of electric energy with short-term mechanical influences.

In accordance with the requirements for the device of converting kinetic energy from pressure to electric energy (structural and dimensions and weights), two types of electric motors were selected: the DC motor: 45.3730 and the stepper motor, type: DS 200-1, Fig. 2.

Experimental studies consist of two parts.

1. Determination of the most efficient type of electric motor (in accordance with the value of the generated power output).
2. Determination of the most effective circuit of connection of stator windings of the electric motor.

![Motors under research](image)

Fig. 2. Engines under Research: (a) DC motor (motor of the heater VAZ, type: 45.3730); (b) Stepper motor, type: DSh 200-1.
For experimental research, a test bench (Fig. 3) was developed consisting of a block of curating (BC), a stepper motor (SM) drive, a drive stepper electric motor (DSEM) of DSh-200 type, to which the investigated electric motor (IEM) is connected in generator mode. The voltage generated by the engine under research during rotation is fed to the rectification, filtration and load unit (RFL) and then to the measuring channel of the oscilloscope to fix the results.

![Fig. 3](image1)

**Fig. 3.** The structural circuit of the test bench for the research of energy characteristics of electric motors while working as generators.

According to the principle of operation of the device for generating energy from pressure, the forced rotation of the engine is carried out when pressed via the multiplier in one direction, and when released – in the reverse, these phases are separated by a pause when transferring the weight of the human body. The whole process takes about a second, so the following time settings were selected: 300 ms per press, 100 ms pause, and 300 ms for the reverse action of the spring. The control of the drive engine is carried out in such a way that it makes one full turn in one direction, stops and makes one turn in the opposite direction, which is why the stepper motor serves as a drive motor. For all experimental studies, the rotation time of a drive electric motor is constant and steady.

The layout of the test bench for the research of the electrical characteristics of the electric motors as generators is shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4](image2)

**Fig. 4.** The layout of the test bench.

Unlike the collector one, the stepper motor DSh 200-1 under research has two pairs of stator windings, which only allows to use one part of the winding (Fig. 5(a)), and also include them in unipolar (Fig. 5(b)) and bipolar (Fig. 5(c)) connection.

![Fig. 5](image3)

**Fig. 5.** Circuits of connection of DSh 200-windings 1: (a) Single-phase; (b) Unipolar; (c) bipolar.

In order to exclude various errors during measurements and to carry them out under the same conditions, measurements are made only on one pair of stator windings of a SM. Depending on the connection circuit of the stator windings, two circuits of the current rectification unit were used (Fig. 6).

![Fig. 6](image4)

**Fig. 6.** Circuit of the current rectification unit: (a) Bridge circuit; (b) Midpoint circuit.
From the stator winding of the investigated electric motor, the voltage signal at the active resistance \( R = 18 \) Ohm is measured. Thus, with load resistance (shunt) and the measured voltage dependence on time \( u = f(t) \), one can calculate the dependence of the generated power output on time \( p = f(t) \) in accordance with the Ohm's law [40]:

\[
u(t) = R \cdot i(t)
\]

(1)

Where, \( u(t) \) is alternating voltage (V), \( R \) is active resistance of the circle (Ohm), and \( i(t) \) is alternating current, A.

The instantaneous power allocated on the support is determined as follows:

\[
P = ui = R i^2 = \frac{u^2}{R}
\]

(2)

Where, \( P \) is the instantaneous power, W; \( u = u(t) = U_w \sin(\omega t + \psi_u) \); \( i = i(t) = I_m \sin(\omega t + \psi_i) \).

It is known that for the resistor \( \psi_u = \psi_i \), then for the power \( p \) we obtain:

\[
p(t) = u(t) \cdot i(t) = U_m I_m \sin^2(\omega t + \psi_u)
\]

(3)

Where, \( U_m \) is peak value voltage (V), \( I_m \) is peak value current (A), \( \omega \) is circular frequency \( \text{rad}^{-1} \), and \( \psi_u \) is the initial phase and voltage signal (rad).

From equation (3) we can see, that instantaneous power is always more than zero and changes in time. In these cases, the average power for period \( T \) is usually considered:

\[
P = \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T p(t) dt = \frac{U_m I_m}{T} \int_0^T \sin^2(\omega t + \psi_u) dt
\]

(4)

After completing the integration of the obtained curves \( p = f(t) \), one can determine the value of the generated power output by the stator winding of the engine under study for one turn in the forward and reverse direction.

Let's proceed to conduct experimental research on the first of these parts. The circuit of the test bench is presented in Fig. 3, the circuits of connection of stator windings of both types of engines correspond to Fig. 5(a). Initially, a research was carried out with a DC motor of type 45.3730, then with a stepper motor DSh 200-1.

The results of experimental studies for the first part are presented in Fig. 7.

It should be noted that the measurement of the voltage curve on the DC motor was carried out without straightening the signal (without electric rectifier), while at the stepper motor, the signal was straightened by the bridge circuit. This is due to the fact that the measured amplitude values of the voltage differ by more than 3.5 times. Thus, it is obvious that the stepper motor is more efficient, so there is no need to straighten the signal from the DC motor, for further calculations. It should also be noted that the power of the signal is lost in the rectification circuit, that is, it is almost not visible (at the selected scale), which means that the apparency is lost.

In accordance with the second part of the experimental research, the definition of the most effective circuit for connecting stator windings of the stepper electric motor was carried out. Circuits of connection of stator windings of DSh 200-1 are presented in Figs. 5(b), (c). The circuit of the test bench is presented in Fig. 3. For each circuit, measurements of the generated voltage curve have been performed. The results of these studies are presented in the form of oscillograms in Fig. 8.
necessary to integrate the measured oscillograms, Figs. 7, 8. Integration of oscillograms has been made according to the trapezoid method [41]

\[ \int_{a}^{b} f(x)dx \approx \frac{h}{2} \left( f(x_0) + 2 \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} f(x_i) + f(x_n) \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where, \([a; b]\) is segment (boundary) of integration; \(h = \frac{a - b}{n}\) is step of partition, and \(i = 0, 1, \ldots, n:\ f(x)\) is the value of sub-integral function.

According to the conditions of the conducted experimental research expression (5), in order to determine the value of generated power output, can be written as follows:

\[ P = \int_{0}^{T} p(t)dt \approx \frac{h}{2} \left( p(t_0) + 2 \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} p(t_i) + p(t_n) \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The results of processing of the experimental research according to expression (6) are given in the form of graphical dependence \(p = f(t)\) in Fig. 9.

The values of generated power output calculated when processing experimental research by expression (5) are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DC motor</th>
<th>DSh 200-1(circuits of winding connection)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fig. 5(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.004 W</td>
<td>0.069 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the calculations show that the stepper motor DSh 200-1 is more efficient for one rotation in the forward and reverse direction with frequency \(f = 1.185\) Hz.

Integration of the measured oscillograms showed that the circuit diagram of the stator windings of the stepper motor, shown in Fig. 5, c is the most efficient in terms of generating power. Consequently, if the task is to get the maximum value of power generated by the electric machine unit based on the stepper motor DSh 200-1, then it is expedient to connect its stator winding according to the given circuit.
The investigated electromechanical unit in conjunction with the speeder (multiplier), can be applied in low-power devices or systems that convert the mechanical energy of rotation into electric energy.

As it was mentioned in the introduction to the article, when the offered device is used in practice, one should take into consideration not only the kinetic energy but also the potential one. It depends on the intention and the way of using the offered device. It can be of practical use both outside (paving slabs, stairs, elements of the traffic lane, etc.) and inside the buildings. Thus, depending on the particular way of usage, the value of potential energy can sufficiently influence the share of the generated electric energy. The practical usage of Power Generation Device will be considered in detail in the future authors’ works.

5. CONCLUSION

Creation and receipt of renewable sources of energy that do not generate harmful emissions and do not pollute the environment is an urgent scientific and technical task. To solve this problem, the whole complex of measures on development and implementation of new alternative sources of electricity are considered and applied. For this purpose, the methods and ways of converting various types of energy into electric energy are used.

Systems or devices possessing good “mobility” are relevant and can be easily installed and mounted in any city for alternative and decentralized power supply. This system or device is capable of partial or full provision of the designated customers with electricity.

Experimental research of the types of engines and their connection circuits in the electric machine unit of the device of generation of electric energy is presented. This device has compact dimensions and is intended for installation in cities with a sufficient density of human flow. The construction and principle of the device, which transforms the kinetic energy from pressure into electric energy, is offered.

For the experimental research, the structural circuit of the test bench was developed to determine the power characteristics of the electric motors while operating as generators. Under this circuit a stand was created for conducting experimental research.

The results of experimental studies on the determination of the most efficient type of electric motor in accordance with the value of the generated power output are presented. The results are given in the form of oscillograms of voltage on the stator winding of electric motors. According to the results of measurements, it is determined that a stepper motor DSh 200-1 is more efficient for one rotation in the forward and reverse directions with frequency \( f = 1.185 \text{ Hz} \).

The processing of experimental research was carried out using integral methods of mathematical physics, namely the trapezoid method. Integration of the received oscillograms allowed to determine the most effective circuit of connection of stator windings of the stepper motor DSh-200-1. It has been determined that this is exactly the connection diagram of stator windings, which is shown in Fig. 5. For one rotation in the forward and reverse direction with frequency \( f = 1.185 \text{ Hz} \), the given circuit will provide a power of 0.164 W.

The conducted studies are relevant and reflect a broad interest in the development of alternative low-power sources of energy, as well as energy saving and energy-efficient technologies. Implementation of the proposed solution will reduce energy supply at the expense of electricity generated by alternative sources. The device is particularly effective in places with a fair density of high human flow.
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